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Abstract: The purpose of this study is to develop and integrate two different systems, the Nett Warrior and Virtual Battle
Space (VBS2). Our sponsor organization, Project Manager Ground Soldier (PM GS), in conjunction with the Department of
Systems Engineering, allowed our group to incorporate our knowledge of systems engineering to successfully integrate both
systems. Using a Mission Planning Computer (MPC) to utilize VBS and Nett Warrior, leaders in the Army will have the
capability to train and prepare Soldiers for real life operations more efficiently and effectively. Our mission is to provide
small unit levels the ability to conduct simulation-based training with the Nett Warrior system through equipment that is
already issued to them. Our training tool will allow a squad-sized element to operate within a virtual battle space to train
tactics using their Nett Warriors without the hassle of scheduling time in a simulation center. This paper will discuss the steps
our group utilized to guide the project throughout the year using the Systems Design Process (SDP), as well as the
explanation of the processes and details of the systems integration.
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1. Background
1.1 Simulation-Based Training
Simulation-based training techniques, tools, and strategies can be applied in designing structured learning
experiences, as well as a measurement tool to target teamwork competencies and learning objectives. The realistic scenarios
and equipment allow for retraining and practice until one can master the procedures or skill. Team training conducted in the
simulated environment may offer an additive benefit to the traditional didactic instruction, enhance performance, and
possibly reduce errors (Lateef, 2010). The United States Army recognizes the value of simulation training and currently
uses simulation centers as primary training tools as a substitute for field training, which is time and resource intensive. The
simulation centers are useful, but due to their demand and the limited numbers, it is difficult for Army leaders to conduct
simulation-based training on short notice. The simulation centers need to be scheduled twelve weeks in advance if a unit
wants to use the center. Additionally, simulation centers limit some of the functionality of systems like Nett Warrior, which
inhibits the realism of the training. A more accessible form of simulation training would be beneficial to Army leaders.

1.2 Project Foundation
The foundation of our study started with work from research that developed a controlled experiment to measure the
situational awareness of Soldiers at the small unit level using VBS2 and the Nett Warrior device (Baker, 2015). This research
created a setup for the controlled experiment that used simulation in conjunction with the EUD to replicate a real world
scenario. The research produced the Tactical Situational Awareness Test (TSAT) that quantifies and measures situational
awareness based in the simulated scenario.
However, the controlled experiment from the TSAT research has significance of its own with regards to simulation
training because it can provide an alternative to the simulation centers that are currently used to train with Nett Warrior. The
controlled experiment demonstrated potential for a portable, easy to use tool that could be used to train Soldiers using the
Nett Warrior system. Additionally, it is a tool that could be replicated using equipment already issued as part of the Nett
Warrior kit. The client, Project Manager Ground Soldier (PM GS), requested we make the controlled experiment setup into a
training tool that was easily accessible, secure, and operable using currently issued equipment at small unit levels. This
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